
IMS 202: Framing in the News



Agenda for today 

1. Reading/Viewing/Listening discussion
2. Framing definition and what it looks like in the news
3. Types of frames

a. gain/loss
b. episodic/thematic

4. Group activity on episodic and thematic frames
5. Week 12: Exit Ticket 

Does understanding how media effects work help us to 
make sense of our own information consumption and 
perspectives of current events?



https://twitter.com/JeremyLittau/status/1497274891795456002?s=20&t=V-xaNlGR87Y1iz5vVmtu0Q
https://twitter.com/JeremyLittau/status/1497274891795456002?s=20&t=V-xaNlGR87Y1iz5vVmtu0Q


Reading/Viewing/Listening 

In your own words, what are frames?



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

In your own words, what are framing effects?



6Lippmann, W. (1946). Public opinion (Vol. 1). Transaction Publishers.

Walter Lippmann’s Public Opinion (1922): “The world outside and the pictures in our heads”



Media Effects
Social or psychological responses 
occurring in individuals as a result 
of exposure to media messages.

7
Tsfati, Y. (2011). “Media Effects.” Communication. 
doi: 10.1093/obo/9780199756841-0081



Framing

“to frame is to select some aspects of a 

perceived reality and make them more 

salient in a communicating text, in such a 

way as to promote a particular problem 

definition, causal interpretation, moral 

evaluation, and/or treatment 

recommendation for the item described.” 

(Entman, 1993, p. 52)



Framing

“The way that journalists approach and 

organize a story, which can affect what 

it emphasizes.”

(The News Literacy Project, 2022)



Scheufele, Dietram. (1999). Framing As a Theory of Media Effects. The Journal 
of Communication. 49. 103-122. 10.1111/j.1460-2466.1999.tb02784.x. 









Reading/Viewing/Listening 

In the BrainFacts.org video, "Why Do We Fall for 
the Framing Effect," the speaker discusses gains 
and losses. What are they talking about?















https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=gain+frame+loss+frame+health+communication+message&inst=16988007086065176396&submit=+
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=gain+frame+loss+frame+health+communication+message&inst=16988007086065176396&submit=+


“If people were able to 
take a broader view, 
they would in general 
make better decisions. 
So, that is certainly one 
of the weaknesses of 
human decision making. 
We call it narrow 
framing.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kpev-Lb0EAg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kpev-Lb0EAg


Reading/Viewing/Listening 

In the "Framing Theory" article from Communication 
Studies, the author discusses episodic/thematic 
frames. What are episodic/thematic frames and why 
should we care about them?



Types of frames 

● Episodic frames

○ Event-based news reporting

○ Focused on individual actors

● Thematic frames

○ Broad perspective, highlighting context

○ Focusing on trends and collective 

outcomes

Shanto Iyengar, Is Anyone Responsible?: How Television Frames Political 
Issues,(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991). 



Types of frames 

Episodic frames 



Types of frames 

Thematic frames 



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

Do you have a specific question about framing that 
you would like instructors to answer or clarify?



Reading/Viewing/Listening 

Propose one discussion question related to framing.



WEEK 12: EXIT TICKET

In pairs, identify at least 
two examples of episodic 
framing and two 
examples of thematic 
framing on the topic of 
the housing crisis or 
climate change 
(stories here: 
https://bit.ly/3NDcECq)

Episodic Framing: Focuses on a single event; refers to the 
portrayal and presentation of issues through either a specific 
event that serves as an anecdotal exemplification of the broader 
issue or the story of an affected person who could put a human 
face on the issue.

Thematic Framing: Focuses on trends over time; applies a 
wide-angle lens to the coverage of the issue – focusing on trends 
over time, and highlighting contexts and environments.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeWFuLAKNr7RvK1koipbXj8KmSkusyZwclnCJmcPOQZhuy1Xg/viewform
https://bit.ly/3NDcECq

